SADLY, AFTER MANY LONG DISCUSSIONS, WE AND THE BRIGADE HAVE DECIDED TO END OUR COMIC WITH THIS ISSUE.

WE FEEL THAT THIS IS THE BEST DECISION IN ORDER FOR US TO PROGRESS AS A GROUP AND AS INDIVIDUALS.

THAT'S RIGHT, DAWG! IN OUR LINE OF WORK, IT'S THE FAMILIES AND YOUTH THAT ARE THE STARS. WE DON'T WANT TO HOG THE LIME LIGHT!
Although the publicity has been nice.

We feel like we are getting too much media attention and we are not here to sign autographs, but to help make a better world for youth and families, dawg!

We hope that you support us in our decision.

And that our ideas and perspectives have turned a light on what's really important.

So without further ado, we are going to jump into a time warp to show you what happens in the futures of me, Stu, and Brian.

Enjoy, dawg!
Brian was extremely affected by Wraparound and his involvement in the youth group.

He went from a meek young man to a true and respected leader.

Brian earned a degree in social work.

Upon graduating, he became a Wraparound facilitator, and a good one, too!
Along with a few other workers, Brian developed a parent/youth partnership that goes into families' homes as a parent/youth team that works with families.

But when Brian was offered a promotion to wraparound supervisor he declined so that he could branch out into the system.

And Brian has never forgotten where it all got started.
Stu’s Story!

Stu has never lost his edge, nor his spunk.

After several unsuccessful attempts at trying out for the WWE...

Is that all you got, dawg?!

Stu went to school to earn degrees in psychology and broadcasting.

His dream was to bring human services to the public in a way that only Stu can.

Catch this ball of family strength, dawg!
WTKS launched the "Hey, Dawg Show!"

We proudly bring to you, "The Hey, Dawg Show!" starring that lovable loudmouth, Stu!

Those tee shirts are a mega seller, Dawg!

Which became an immediate hit and is now on the brink of going satellite.

Hey, Dawg—now remember, there’s no alternative to families, youth, and superheroes—catch ya on the flip side, Dawgs!
JOHNNY, THE ORIGINAL TROUBLE MAKER, GONE THINKER AND VISIONARY.

IT WAS HIS VISION, INSIGHT, BELIEFS, AND IDEALS THAT GAVE WAY FOR THE YOUTH GROUP.

JOHNNY GAVE TRUE MEANING TO WHAT AN ARTIST REALLY IS.

SO JOHNNY BECAME AN ARTIST, ONE THAT WOULD CONNECT ART WITH YOUTH.
While earning a Master's in Art Therapy, Johnny contributed many pieces of his own artwork to art galleries.

So that by the time he had graduated, he had already earned a respectful name for himself in the art community.

He ended up opening an art gallery that focused on creative outlets for children with severe emotional disturbances.

Johnny, the thinker, the visionary, the artist!